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Building instructions for a small peace reminder
1. The languages of the inscription, "May peace prevail on
earth!" must be chosen beforehand and adapted to the
circumstances of the place and occasion where they are
made and passed on. At the moment we recommend the
following languages: Ukrainian, English, Russian and
German.
2. For the small peace reminder you need the following
material:
a) a small squared timber:
Length: 21 cm - Width: 1.8 x 1.8 cm
b) a plywood plate as a foot:
Width: 5x5 cm.
c) sandpaper
d) a small screw
e) printer with paper
f) glue
g) a portion of skill and patience
You will need a wood saw (for the squared timber), a
fretsaw for the plywood base and a screwdriver / a drill with
a drill stand is also recommended.
3. Production: The small square timber is sawn to length
(21 cm) with a wood saw and sanded. The foot, the square
plywood plate of 5x5 cm, is sawn out with a fretsaw and
also smoothed with sandpaper. It is advisable to drill a hole
through the middle of the plywood foot and also to drill a
hole in the squared timber at the bottom. Screwing the foot onto the squared timber with a
screwdriver will be much easier.
4. Then print out the message of the peace reminder "May peace prevail on earth" in the four
languages Ukrainian, English, Russian and German. Cut out the four strips with scissors and
stick them on the reminder.
5. Alternatively, before sticking the four signs on, you can paint the stele with Swedish red
colour or currently in the colours of the Ukrainian flag (blue - yellow). Let the paint dry and
then stick the signs on.
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